Connected Home Solutions

SECURITY SYSTEM CONTROL, HOME AUTOMATION AND VIDEO VIEWING ANYWHERE ON MOBILE DEVICES

Your Home at Your Fingertips

Honeywell
A safer, smarter, more comfortable home... anytime, anywhere.

Want to control your security system, lighting, thermostats, locks—even view live video—whether you’re at home or away? Whether you have a new or existing security system, Honeywell and your professional installer can take all of this amazing home control functionality and place it at your fingertips using the same devices that are already a part of your everyday life—your smartphones, tablets and Internet-connected wireless devices. Welcome to your connected home.

Stay Connected Anytime, Anywhere

Honeywell Total Connect™ Remote Services keeps you connected to what matters most—your family and home—wherever you are on PCs, iOS and Android™ smart devices.

- Control your Z-Wave® enabled lighting, thermostats* and shades—an excellent way to save money and energy
- Keep an eye on your children, housekeepers, pets, contractors and more on up to six cameras at a time**
- Arm or disarm your security system
- Keep tabs on vehicles and assets via GPS tracking (U.S. only)
- Receive notifications of events in and around your home via email, text messages or video alerts (e.g. a flood or delivery arrival)
- Know when your children have arrived home from school or if they haven’t arrived home by a certain time—even unlock the door for them if they forget their keys!

Incredible, lifestyle-enhancing services on the same devices you use every day—your smartphones, tablets and laptops

On-Premises Home Control

Using your home’s Wi-Fi® network, you can control lights, door locks, thermostats*, shades and ceiling fans on any compatible mobile device while on premises. It’s the easiest way to live more comfortably, save money and conserve energy.

*Temperature available in Fahrenheit or Celsius.
**Honeywell Total Connect cameras required when using Honeywell Total Connect Remote Services. Ask your security professional for details.
Who says you can’t be everywhere at once? View live video feeds from indoor or outdoor cameras at home or on the go for anytime peace of mind. Whether you’re across the room or across the world, checking up on your home is as easy as checking your phone.

Camera Viewing

With the touch of a finger, your home can come to life. Think you forgot to turn off your outside lights when you’re downstairs watching a movie? Just reach for your smartphone and check. You can keep an eye on your kids when they’re at home on your tablet from the comfort of your couch. The only limitation is your imagination.

You can even create customized scenes that allow system devices to act based on events, day of week or time of day from any Internet connected device. For example, you can have all of your lights turn off and your doors lock every night at 11:00 p.m. For added security, lighting schedules can be randomized for a “lived-in” look when you’re away.

Security Made Simple

Whether you’re at home or on the go, the icons and menu-driven prompts make operation easy and intuitive.

Connect to the Possibilities

With the touch of a finger, your home can come to life. Think you forgot to turn off your outside lights when you’re downstairs watching a movie? Just reach for your smartphone and check. You can keep an eye on your kids when they’re at home on your tablet from the comfort of your couch. The only limitation is your imagination.
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